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Clayden: New Way to Measure and Control Divisional Performance

Return on investment is an easy measure of a divi
sion's performance, but is it an effective one? Emphat
ically not, says the author, showing how ROI guides
can lessen profits and offering an alternative method.

A NEW WAY TO MEASURE AND CONTROL

DIVISIONAL PERFORMANCE
by Roger Clayden
Varian Associates

corporation,
There has been some argument
in which the corporate entity
over the distinction between decen
is divided into portions that aretralization and divisionalization. In
considered small enough for tradi
this article the terms are treated
tional general management, is now
as synonymous and as referring
well established
an organiza
delegation of responsibility for the
tional format. In many cases these
planning, the execution, and the
profitability of operations.
divisions are involved in different
markets, have different perform
The reasons for decentralization
ance histories, and undoubtedly
can be classified into two main
have different planning strategies.
categories:
An increasingly popular but
Operational—Sometimes techno
nonetheless hazardous method of
logical or geographical specialties
measuring and controlling decen
make each division essentially in
tralized investment centers is the
dependent. In the case of con
so-called return on investment tech
glomerate acquisition there may
nique. The purpose of this article
also be the desire to retain an old
is to review the problems of using
system—at least for the time being.
the return on investment technique
Motivational—In a very large
for control of decentralized invest
company long chains of command
ment centers and to suggest an
result in an impersonal organiza
other technique, the residual in
tion structure. Decentralization of
come method, which better aligns
decision making provides local mo
divisional goals with those of the
tivation and encourages internal
corporation.
competition, taking advantage of
he decentralized
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developed traits common in the
make-up of the industrial manager.
To achieve the benefits expected
from decentralization it is, of
course, essential that top manage
ment have the means both to
measure and to control the actions
of its division managers. In fact,
the desire of top management for
better control is always a major
factor in any decision to decen
tralize. It has always been obvious
that profits alone are an inappro
priate measure of performance be
cause some divisions are several
times as large as others. A tech
nique is necessary for comparing
and contrasting the performance
and prospects of the separate divi
sions, and the one that has gained
the broadest acceptance is the "re
turn on investment ratio” (ROI),
sometimes called "return on assets
employed.”
In a 1966 survey of major United
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“The
traditionalSystems,
measures
profits Vol.sion
B is No.
young
riel and Anthony1 found that of
such as return on investment, turn
ROI rate of 5 per cent. Both divi
2,658 respondents 60 per cent were
over, and percentage of net earn
sions are considering increasing
using the investment center con
ings to sales provide useful infor
inventory for seasonal demand.
cept, 21 per cent were using profit
mation. But they are hopelessly
Division A will not add an inven
inadequate as measures to guide
centers but not investment centers,
tory of $100,000 unless it can yield
and 74 per cent of decentralized
the manager’s effectiveness in plan
at least $30,000 that year since a
ning for the future of business—
companies were using ROI or a
lower yield will reduce divisional
the area where his decisions have
similar technique. In some indus
ROI; Division B, however, will add
the most important effects.”2
trial groups the percentage using
inventory of $100,000 even though
Nevertheless,
was reported
ROI was considerably higher—86
it yields only $5,000. Let us assume
earlier in this article, ROI is now
per cent for scientific instrument
that the additional capital for this
firmly established in the hierarchy
manufacturers, for example. The
inventory can be directly attrib
of measurement techniques and
authors concluded that divisional
uted to a short-term bank loan at
furthermore is probably used as a
ROI had not only become an es
8 per cent. We can see vividly that
basis for long-range business deci
tablished performance measure
Division A may be foregoing up
sions more often than any other
to $22,000 of additional profit to
ment but had also displaced profit
factor.
the company. Division B, however,
the most widely used basis for
Professor John Dearden of Har
could equally well reduce total
measuring the performance of divi
vard,
a
leading
critic
of
existing
profits
by as much
$3,000.
sional managers.
ROI
methods,
has
written
several
Let us consider now the same
The predominance of ROI is not
articles on this and related sub
two divisions contemplating the
difficult to understand. The eco
jects for the Harvard Business Re
nomic prospects of a corporation
purchase of a piece of cost-saving
view. He classifies the inherent
equipment. Assume that it would
are broadly defined by the price
limitations of ROI into two types:
be operating the same number of
investors are willing to pay for a
“technical” and “implementation.”
hours in each case, saving the same
share in the company’s future.
“The first type,” he says, “are those
Since the overall return on invest
number of dollars. Clearly there is
conditions which cause incongrui
a range of returns which would be
ment for the company is an essen
ties between divisional objectives
attractive to one division but unat
tial ingredient of any decision the
and company goals, and which re
prospective investor makes, it is
tractive to the other. From the cor
sult in motivating division mana
porate viewpoint, however, the
natural that the top managements
gers to take uneconomic actions.
capital acquisition uses the same
of decentralized companies should
The second type includes those
source of funds and produces the
want to delegate responsibility
conditions that result from the in
along the same lines. In this way
same profits.
ability, under many circumstances,
As time goes on, Division ’s
the division manager should be
to evaluate accurately the profit
performance drops at a rate of 5
motivated to make the same deci
performance of division mana
per cent per year because of a
sions that would have been made
gers.”3
diminishing market, until it eventu
by top management. However,
This paper is concerned solely
ally falls below the company aver
while theory and practice support
with the first type of limitation. Its
age. However, at the lower ROI,
the thesis that the division mana
objective is to formulate criteria
ger will react to the stimulus of
Division is motivated to increase
that will align divisional goals with
the ROI control, an analysis of the
its inventory and purchase addi
those of the company.
economics of his decisions will
tional warehouse space, thus arti
show that in many cases they may
ficially enhancing its twilight years
not be in accord with the objec
to the detriment of the corpora
Goal incongruity
tives of top management.
tion.
To explain how simple ROI can
These are some examples of ob
lead to divisional decisions that are
vious
anomalies that may result
The control problem
not in the best interests of the
from ROI controls. In general, the
company, let us look at a few ex
Unfortunately, the application of
limitations of simple ROI can be
a simple ROI indicator to decen
amples.
grouped into the following cate
Division A is mature and pro
tralized investment centers is
gories :
duces an ROI of 30 per cent. Divi
fraught with hidden dangers. As
1. Current Investment—The use
early as 1956 Ralph J. Cordiner, an
of a different target rate for each
advocate of decentralization, stated,
2 Ralph J. Cordiner, New Frontiers for
division will not maximize profits
Professional Managers, McGraw-Hill
realized from the company’s man
1 John J. Mauriel and Robert N. Anthony,
Book
New York, 1956, p. 95.
agement of liquid assets.
3 John Dearden, The Case Against ROI
“Misevaluation of Investment Center
2. Fixed Asset Investment—Cer
Performance,” Harvard Business Review,
Control,” Harvard Business Review, Maytain methods employed for includ
March-April, 1966, p. 98.
June, 1969, p. 124.
September-October, 1970
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ing fixed assets in the investment
trative
problem,
in com Performance
The cost of long-term debt cap
base can lead to unfortunate man
panies whose divisions perform
ital is the current effective interest
agement. If any technique is used
sequential tasks (such as the oil
rate for long-term securities held
that does not charge to the divi
industry). Where divisions are
by the company’s creditors. Be
sion the capital loss from scrapping
heavily dependent on each other,
cause the market price for bonds
an asset, then a division manager
may change from time to time, the
price manipulation can play havoc

may be tempted to dispose of any
with ROI controls.
nominal interest rate for the bonds
asset that is not yielding his target
cannot be used, and an effective
ROI. The problem is even greater
interest rate must be calculated by
Cost of capital
if fixed assets are constantly valued
selecting the rate that makes the
Capital funds come from three
at cost (as in the gross book value
present worth of all future pay
major sources: stockholder’s equity,
method).
ments equal to the market price.
long-term debts, and short-term
Short-term debt capital comes
3. Allocations—To make divi
debts.
from several sources; bank or in
sional and corporate ROI compar
The cost of new equity capital
stitutional loans, trade credits, cus
able, centralized assets are appor
can
be measured approximately by
tomer prepayments, accrued ex
tioned according to some measure.
the following formula:
penses, and accrued taxes are the
While these allocations may appear
E0
neat and tidy from a bookkeeping
most important. There is no one
C0 = p + g (after Bierman
interest rate that can be applied
standpoint, they can be just
mis
and Smidt4)
leading as allocated expenses are
to such debt, and in certain cases
in costing. Consider the division
where
C
e
=
Cost
of
equity
cap
an average rate could be mislead

that found it could get its data
ital
ing, particularly since it is some
processing done by a service bu
times possible to assign the cost to
Eo = Current earnings
reau for $20,000 a year more than
some capital asset that has been
per share
it was paying the company’s unit.
used as the collateral for the bor
Po = Current net value
However, the asset value of the
rowed funds.
per share (cost of
facility was apportioned according
The cost of debt capital (short
issue
deducted)
to usage, and in this case $100,000
or long-term) can, however, be
was allocated. If the divisional ROI
calculated with reasonable accu
g = Expected annual
racy. If we exclude any fluctuation
objective were 30 per cent, then
percentage rate of
the additional cost of $20,000
in the national economy that will
increase in future
would be more than offset by the
seriously affect the value of bonds,
earnings expressed
reduction of $100,000 in its asset
then, since the future interest pay
as a decimal
base. It is more than likely, how
ments are certain costs, it is pos
fraction.
ever, that such an action would not
sible to establish a cost for the
be in the best interests of the com
capital. If equity capital were also
Another source of new equity
pany as a whole.
able to yield such a certain bene
capital is retained earnings. The
4. Transfer Pricing—The prob
fit,
the same argument would ap
cost of retained earnings has been
lem of intracompany pricing is a
a point of argument,5 but for the
ply, but under such conditions, of
result of decentralization, not of
purpose of this analysis we shall
course, the investor would be un
the use of ROI per se. However,
assume that some cost Cr can be
able to differentiate between the
since ROI control is often the only
established that can be related to
two, and there would be no need
common
quantitative measure
the cost of capital from common
for alternative sources of capital.
among divisions, it is frequently
stock issue. A popular estimator
In reality, finding the cost of
expected to supply the solution.
equity capital is not a simple ana
E0
There is no doubt that transfer
Cr =
lytical task. The name itself is mis
(.80) + g
Po
pricing can be a serious adminisleading because it suggests a defi
The .80 factor makes a rule-ofnite price paid for new capital
thumb allowance for the tax ben
whereas the “cost” is the return ex
ROGER CLAYDEN is su
efits of retained earnings to the in
pected from the use of the capital
pervisor of management
vestor.
engineering for the Palo
in a future that is far from certain.
Alto Tube Division of
Furthermore, any changes in the
Varian
Associates.
He
capitalization of a company may
has been educated in
4 Harold Bierman, Jr., and Seymour
many parts of the world:
result
in a change in the market
Smidt, The Capital Budgeting Decision,
Mr. Clayden received his
The Macmillan
New York,
price
for
its stock. Uncertainties
B.S. from the University
1964,
p.
135.
like
these
make the measurement
of Nottingham, England;
5 Benson Hunt, Charles M. Williams,
earned a graduate diploma from the Univer
of
capital
cost
more difficult; they
and Gordon Donaldson, Basic Business
sity of New South Wales, Australia; and was
must be considered in any analysis.
Finance, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Home
awarded an M.S. by Stanford University,
As Ezra Solomon points out, “If
wood, Illinois, 1966, pp. 427-430.
Palo Alto.
24
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posed to guide the manager in his
mum rate is simply to prevent un
decision making, which looks to
wise investment decisions, it is easy
the future, and to afford an evalua
to set a rate high enough to avoid
tion of his performance, which
such sins of commission. But its
purpose is also to ensure that in
looks to the past. Unless an ex
tremely long evaluation period is
vestment proposals which can be
expected to increase net present
used (at least three years), the two
worth are not rejected. This re
are likely to be out of phase. Divi
quires a more exact basis for set
sions with poor performance, for
ting screening standards, and for
example, will be set achievable
altering them in the light of
target rates, which will be used to
changes in the capital markets and
make investment decisions that will
variations in the quality of returns
extend their poor performance for
expected from the investment or
years to come. The second problem
reinvestment of funds. The prob
arises because, in order to arrive
It is essential, then, to set
lem is a complex one . . .”6
at a single divisional ROI, a single
a real target rate through
Some companies allow for these
target rate of return has to be used
uncertainties by increasing the tar
for all classes of investment—and
analysis of past performance,
get rate of return
a hedge
this technique is unable to accom
against risk. If all the proposals
modate the short-term changes in
through a forecast of desired
considered for investment bore the
a company’s financial position.
future performance, or
same degree of uncertainty, then
These disadvantages are the
the technique might have some
trade-off for simplicity. ROI is easy
through a combination of
validity. But the chances are that
to understand and is appealing to
risk will not be apportioned con
the ratio cult of business and fi
both. When capital comes
sistently and that relatively risknance. However, while it is not
from several sources, the
free investments will be foregone
possible to devise a technique as
because their expected yield is be
compact
ROI that doesn’t also
target rate must be
low the target rate, even though
have its pitfalls, it is possible to
it is above the expected average
develop a technique that is equally
calculated by taking a
rate of return.
simple to understand and avoids
weighted average of the
It is essential, then, to set a real
most of those pitfalls. This tech
target rate through analysis of past
nique is a development of the con
component costs, In the
performance, through a forecast of
cept of residual income.
desired future performance, or
To equal the company’s target
method for performance
through a combination of both.
ROI, a division must make a cer
evaluation that is proposed
When capital comes from several
tain profit using the assets it has.
sources, the target rate must be
If it exceeds the target ROI, then
in this article the
calculated by taking a weighted
its profits also exceed its share of
average of the component costs. In
the target profit level. The excess
measurement of capital costs
the method for performance evalu
profit is called residual income. In
ation that is proposed in this arti
principle, it is as if the division
from its various sources is an
cle the measurement of capital
were borrowing its capital at an
indispensable prerequisite,
costs from its various sources is an
interest rate equal to the com
indispensable prerequisite.
pany’s target rate. If the capital
charge were made at a single rate
for all assets, the control method
Residual income
would encounter some of the prob
We have considered the anoma
lems of ROI. However, it is pos
lous decisions that might result
sible to expand the residual income
from the use of ROI. There are
method so that different classes of
two basic problems. The first is
assets can collect different capital
the fact that a single criterion is
charges, a capability not available
being used for both measurement
with ROI.
The fixed assets of the division
will
collect a capital charge equal
6 Ezra Solomon, Theory of Financial
to
the
long-term cost of capital for
Management, Columbia University Press,
the corporation (or an assignable
New York, 1963, p. 35.
September-October, 1970
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ing to the capital budget; the divi
Clayden: New Way to Measure and Control Divisional Performance
FIGURE I
sion in the example has planned
an expansion, and capital has been
A DIVISIONAL CAPITAL CHARGE SCHEDULE
set aside for this expansion. This
Additional
does not mean that absolutely no
Asset
Capital
Capital
other funds can be made avail

Value
Capital
Charge
Approved
able. As with any capital budget,
Asset Class
(000's)
Rate
(000's)
(000's)
a review period must be estab
Current Assets:
lished at a frequency sufficient to
Cash
$ 5,000
$ 1,000
20%
$ 100
Acc. Rec.
10,000
20
2,000
200
avoid financial traffic jams caused
1,000
8
80
0
by
changes in divisional plans. An
Inventories
15,000
20
3,000
0
annual review may be sufficient,
0
5
0
2,000
Others
3,000
20
600
0
but in a young company without
Fixed Assets:
financial
stability it may be neces
Land & Buildings
20,000
20
4,000
100
sary
to
review
divisional budgets
Building No. 5
1,000
6
60
0
Equipment
10,000
20
2,000
200
as often as quarterly.
$65,000
$12,740
In our case, when the finance
budget for the year was prepared,
a capital excess was forecast, and
charge such as mortgage interest).
all the capital in the company
a
decision was made to buy short
Part of the company’s current
charged at this rate must be equal
term
securities at 5 per cent with
assets will also be using capital
to the company’s long-term liabili
the
capital
unless it could be better
from equity or long-term debt, but
ties. In Figure 1 several assets have
employed
within
the company. It
the remainder will probably be
been charged at rates other than
was
further
decided
that this capi
financed by short-term debt capi
20 per cent. There are $1,000,000
tal
should
be
offered
to the divi
tal from bank loans, trade credits,
of accounts receivable charged at
sions
for
increasing
inventory
lev
etc. A case is sometimes put for
8 per cent, for example. This means
els.
Although
the
division
in
the
the indistinguishability of capital
that loan capital at 8 per cent has
example
is
paying
20
per
cent
on
employed; in other words, no asset
been allocated against excess re
its
current
inventory,
it
can
add
up
class can be said to use capital
ceivables held by the division. The
to $2,000,000 more inventory at
from any specific source. But,
divison has a warehouse (Building
only 5 per cent. However, because
while there is some interdepend
No. 5) financed by a mortgage at
this
cheap capital may be available
ency of capital, within certain lim
an interest rate of 6 per cent on
for
only
a short period (two years,
its we can see that that argument
the debt outstanding ($1,000,000).
say)
an
advisory
note would be in
is invalid. It may be possible, for
The capital charge for each asset
cluded
to
prevent
the division from
example, to borrow from a banker
is then calculated as shown in the
increasing
inventory
excessively.
in order to increase receivables. It
next column. The current capital
If
we
look
now
at
receivables,
would be a frivolous banker who
charges for the division’s $65 mil
we can see that a $200,000 bud
would loan money to finance spe
lion of assets total $12,740,000. If
geted increase is available at 20
cialized equipment for a research
the division were an average per
per
cent. No additional capital is
venture (without some other col
former for the company,
ROI
available
at 8 per cent. It might
lateral ).
would be $12,740,000 ÷ $65,000,seem
peculiar
that, with an ex
000 or 19.6 per cent. If it were
pected
capital
increasing
expected to yield this rate of return
Multiple capital charging
receivables
should
be
made
unat
on all capital, it might mistakenly
tractive.
But
this
is
a
hypothetical
get rid of receivables costing the
A simplified capital charge
example designed to demonstrate
company only 8 per cent or a
schedule for a division might ap
the
method, so let us assume that
building costing 6 per cent. The
pear as in Figure 1 on this page.
top
management believes that the
possibility of an uneconomic deci
The cost of long-term capital is at
company
’s receivables are getting
sion if its ROI were higher or
a rate of 20 per cent, so that assets
out of hand and have been a rea
lower than average has been dis
employing this capital are so
son for the fall in the price of its
cussed.
Let
us
see
now
how
the
charged. The portion of the divi
stock.
capital
charge
method
can
direct
sion’s current assets to be charged
the division manager to make cor
at the long-term rate is a decision
rect decisions.
for top management. The charge
Divisional goals
In the last column of Figure 1
may be allocated simply as a per
The example has shown how, in
are listed capital amounts that are
centage of sales or by comparison
principle,
the division manager will
available for the division’s use durwith other companies in the same
be
motivated
to make decisions in
the next
period. Long-term
business as the division. Which
the best interests of the company.
capital has been allocated accord
ever method is used, the total of

26
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So far, however,
we have
not set
a
therefore we can make a general
target, except perhaps that profits
rule that only assets controlled by
should exceed the capital cost. The
the division should be included in
actual target is set in much the
its capital charge schedule. The
same way as a divisional ROI tar
only exception to the rule occurs
get, but, instead of dividing the
where an allocated asset is truly
target profit by the asset base, we
dependent upon the size of the
subtract the capital charge for the
allocation base. An example of this
assets from the target profit level.
is cash. More often than not the
The final goal for the division is
company has one central banking
the residual income, which can be
function and divisions do not con
improved by either reducing assets
trol their own cash. However, an
or increasing profits in much the
increase in a division’s activity will
same way as an ROI target.
immediately increase the cash re
With this method it is possible
quired for payroll, for example.
that divisions with performances
Proper allocation of cash to the
below average for the company
will be set a negative goal. Tech
capital charge schedule is impor
tant to prevent a division from
nically this is no problem, but mo
overrating the benefits of increased
tivationally it may be distasteful.
activity.
Fortunately, for reasons that will
The actual target is set in
What about the increase in
be explained in the next section,
headquarters
facilities
necessary
to
the problem will arise less fre
much the same way as a
accommodate continually expand
quently than we might at first
ing divisions? Perhaps the simplest
expect.
divisional ROI target, but,
answer is another question: What
instead of dividing the target
happens to the excess facilities that
Asset measurement
result from divisional reductions?
profit by the asset base, we
With the ROI technique it is
Apart from the problem of finding
common to allocate centralized
a suitable allocation base, the head
subtract the capital charge
assets. The reason for this,
was
quarters changes would not be pro
for the assets from the target
explained previously, is to produce
portional to divisional changes—
a ratio that can be related to the
especially in the case of marginal
profit level. The final goal
world outside. The knowledge of
variations. If it is important to
this ratio is certainly useful: firstly,
allocate an asset, then the basis
for the division is the
for measurement, because the com
must be carefully chosen to avoid
residual income . . .
parison of a division’s perform
the pitfalls mentioned.
ance with outside competitors
When assets are not allocated,
provides an important perspective
the algebraic sum of the residual
for both top management and the
incomes from all divisions is equal
division manager; secondly, to fa
to the capital charge for the unal
cilitate long-range planning where
located assets. The existence of
a division’s growth and potential
this divisional excess has a benefi
are conveniently quantified. How
cial by-product; it means that
ever, from the standpoint of con
fewer divisions will be set negative
trol, the inclusion of centralized
targets for residual income—a prob
assets is completely erroneous. In
lem discussed earlier.
At the beginning of this section,
order to allocate assets, it is neces
the possibility was discussed that
sary to devise a convenient rule,
top management may want to make
e.g., so many dollars for each sales
comparisons among divisions and
dollar or so many dollars for each
between its own divisions and out
fixed asset dollar used by the divi
side competitors. The residual in
sion. Whatever the rule, the divi
come method does not always offer
sion is able to reduce its allocated
as convenient a comparison as ROI.
assets more directly by lowering its
However, all the information re
allocation base than it can by re
quired
for the ROI calculation has
ducing its use of the centralized
been collected in order to measure
assets.
residual income, and it is therefore
The same argument applies to
September-October, 1970
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Clayden: New Way to Measure and Control Divisional Performance
FIGURE 2
EFFECT OF DECREASING BOOK VALUE
ON RESIDUAL INCOME
Net Book Value

Residual Income

At Start

Average

Cash Flow

Capital
Charge

Before

After

Yr.

of Year

For Year

After Tax

At 15%

Deprec.

Deprec.

13,500
10,500

16,500

-3,500

- 500

1

100,000

90,000

30,000

2

80,000

70,000

30,000

3

60,000

50,000

7,500

4

40,000

30,000

30,000
30,000

19,500
22,500

4,500

25,500

2,500
5,500

5

20,000

10,000

30,000

1,500

28,500

8,500

a simple matter to calculate an
ROI. If an ROI is calculated, of
course, it must not be involved in
the formal procedure for measur
ing divisional performance.

Remaining problems
The residual income method re
solves some, but not all, of the
problems associated with ROI. The
most significant problem remaining
is that of setting a value for depre
ciable assets.
A piece of equipment may be
purchased that is expected to yield
a rate of return equal to the long
term capital charge rate. As the
asset gets older, its book value de
creases, and, consequently, so does
the capital charge. If the operating
benefits produced by the piece of
equipment are uniform, then the

residual income from it increases
with time (see Figure 2 on this
page). This not only makes the re
sidual income measurement incon
sistent, but it may also deter a
division manager from making an
investment because of the shortrange reduction in residual income
that would follow. Straight line de
preciation was used in the exam
ple. If an accelerated depreciation
method were used, the variation
would be even greater.
To overcome this problem, the
annual capital charge plus the de
preciation must be constant and
should be equal to the capital re
covery amount for the asset over
its useful ife. However, to prevent
the improper disposition of assets,
they must always appear on the
asset list at their salvage value—or
at as good an approximation as

FIGURE 3
FUTURE BENEFIT METHOD OF CAPITAL CHARGING
Let r = target rate of return for equipment investment.

n = number of years of depreciation (useful life) remaining.

An item of equipment should be retained if the present value of the future benefits
resulting from its use is greater than current salvage value. For this to be true, the
annual future benefit must be equal to the capital recovery amount at r% for n years
(assuming a uniform series).

Define the future benefit capital charge for n years remaining:
fn = (Salvage value) X (crf-r%-n)

where (crf-r%-n) =

r(1+r)n

is the capital charge rate.

possible. The existence of these two
constraints makes the problem the
oretically insoluble.
Anthony has suggested a solution
which he calls the annuity method.7
He achieves the constant capital
recovery amount by having an in
creasing rate of depreciation which
compensates for the decreasing
capital charge. The asset, therefore,
decreases in book value slowly at
first and then more rapidly as time
goes on. While no depreciation
method consistently values assets at
their salvage value, the annuity
method rarely comes even close.
The tax laws being what they are,
the annuity method would also be
unattractive for cost accounting, so
that in order to use the method
two sets of records would have to
be maintained.
There is a far simpler, albeit ar
tificial, means of fixing the capital
charge for depreciable assets. Prop
erty ledgers are usually kept in a
form that shows the depreciation
period for the asset and either the
number of years’ reserves that have
accrued or the number of years’
depreciation remaining. It is pos
sible—and, if the files are on EDP
equipment, easy—to subtotal these
assets according to their remaining
life. When this has been done, the
capital charge can be calculated by
multiplying each subtotal by the
appropriate future benefit charge

This charge includes recovery of principal. If depreciation is recovered separately, then

the capital charge

fn1 = (Salvage value) X (crf-r%-n) — (Depreciation).
Note: In practice it will often be necessary to assume that the salvage value is equal

to the net book value of the asset.
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Readings, Richard
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p. 343.
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Figure 3 on
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This way the capital charge will
FIGURE 4
be equal to the expected benefits
USE OF THE FUTURE BENEFIT METHOD
from investments uniformly yield
FOR CAPITAL CHARGING
ing the company’s target rate of
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N
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tive.
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